
FERDINAND QUENISSET'S
ASTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES

Weekly transmission 36-2018 presents:

Ferdinand Quénisset, French astrophotographer II
Camille Flammarion’s Observatory in Juvisy III
Weekly Drawing by éophile Bouchet: “A S.E.T.I. is born” VII
Seven astrophotographic plates, positives and negatives 1-7

Previous transmissions can be found at:  www.plantureux.fr
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The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of  books, albums, photographs 
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The glass plates are available, price is 800 euros for the group (8), 400 euros for the drawing.

N°36-2018. COSMIC PLURALISM

Ferdinand Quénisset (1872–1951), French astrophotographer 

Quénisset was born on 8 August 1872 in Paris, the son of  Gatien Jules Quénisset, an assistant
director of  Monnaies et Médailles in Paris, and Juliette Antonia Mallard, a dressmaker.

Ferdinand became interested in astronomy by reading Camille Flammarion‘s books. In 1891,
Quénisset, 19 years old, joined Flamamrion’s Society Astronomique de France as assistant librarian.
At the time, the SAF was located at 28 rue Serpente in Paris. Soon, Quenisset worked also as an
observer at Flammarion’s observatory in Juvisy-sur-Orge, where he discovered a comet in 1893. 

He was forced to abandon astronomy for several years while he performed his military service, but
then returned to Juvisy to resume his post at the observatory until 1947.
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Flammarion’s Observatory in Juvisy

The observatory was established in Juvisy-sur-Orge in 1883 by the French astronomer
and author Camille Flammarion, with the support of  the Emperor of  Brasil, Don Pedro
II, who became curious to know about aliens by reading Camille Flammarion‘s books.

Flammarion published his first book, The Plurality of  Inhabited Worlds, in 1862 and was
dismissed from his position at the Paris Observatory later the same year. In Real and
Imaginary Worlds (1864) and Lumen (1887), Flammarion describes a range of  exotic species
and extraterrestrial life, with a religious conviction derived  from the writings of  Saint-
Simonian apostle Jean Reynaud and their emphasis upon the transmigration of  souls. 

In a presidential address to the Society for Psychical Research in October 1923
Flammarion summarized his views after 60 years into investigating paranormal
phenomena. He wrote that he believed in telepathy, etheric doubles, the stone tape theory
and that "exceptionally and rarely the dead do manifest" in hauntings.

The observatory is located on Route nationale 7 (formerly the avenue de la Cour de
France), close to the downtown of  Juvisy. On a prominent hilltop location, the large parcel
contains a monumental gate, gardens, and a small forest. 

In 1883-1884, Flammarion transformed an old post house built in 1730 into an
astronomical observatory by adding a large equatorial room for the telescope, a library,
a scientific museum, a meteorological station and an agricultural research station.

The 5 meter dome was constructed by the engineer Adolphe Gilon. It houses the
equatorial mount refracting telescope, which has a diameter of  240 mm and a focal length
of  3600 mm, and was built by Parisian optics manufacturer Denis Albert Bardou. In
1910, Flammarion installed a vertical sundial on the upper level of  the observatory. 

Flammarion's second wife, Gabrielle Renaudot Flammarion, bequeathed the entire site
to the Société Astronomique de France upon her death in 1962. In 1971, the society
signed a 99-year lease with the municipality of  Juvisy to ensure the site's maintenance,
preservation and accessibility. In March 2010, the French Ministry of  Culture classified
the building and the large gate.

Flammarion’s influence was great.
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Ferdinand Quenisset (1872–1951). Observation 2004, 23 January 1906

Glass plate positive, 240x180 mm, captioned in negative and numbered : “323”.
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Ferdinand Quenisset (1872–1951). Observation 2413, 30 January 1911

Glass plate positive, 240x180 mm, captioned in negative and numbered : “477”.
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Ferdinand Quenisset (1872–1951). The Lonely Moon, 17 April 1907

Glass plate positive, 240x180 mm, black paper darkening the cosmic sky.
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Ferdinand Quenisset (1872–1951). Solar Eclipse, 20 (21?) August 1914

Glass plate negative, 175x118 mm, captioned top margin : “T.S. 11h, 29m, 36”.

A total solar eclipse occurred on August 21st 1914, crossing the eastern European front embroiled in conflict. Two
months earlier, Erwin Finlay-Freundlich had prepared an expedition to Crimea in an attempt to verify the general
relativity theory of  Albert Einstein — one testable prediction of  this theory is that gravity bends light, then to measure
the position of  a star near the limb of  the Sun. However, World War I broke out and he was interned in Russia,
unable to carry out the necessary measurements. William Wallace Campbell, from neutral America, was permitted to
continue with his plans, but cloud cover obscured the eclipse and no images of  the August 21st 1914 eclipse exist today.
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Ferdinand Quenisset (1872–1951). Comet 1936/K1 (Peltier,) 25 July 1936

Glass plate negative, 178x130 mm, dated and captoned in margin
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Ferdinand Quenisset (1872–1951). Comet 1936/K1 (Peltier,) 25 July 1936

Glass plate positive from previous negative, 88x55 mm, , dated and captoned in nagative
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Ferdinand Quenisset (1872–1951). Cosmic Pluralism, 1910s

A Pair of  glass plate positives, 178x130 mm, without captions.

"This end of  the world will occur without noise, without revolution, without cataclysm. 

Just as a tree loses leaves in the autumn wind, so the earth will see in succession the falling and perishing all its children,
and in this eternal winter, which will envelop it from then on, she can no longer hope for either a new sun or a new
spring. She will purge herself  of  the history of  the worlds. The millions or billions of  centuries that she had seen will
be like a day. It will be only a detail completely insignificant in the whole of  the universe. 

Presently the earth is only an invisible point among all the stars, because, at this distance, it is lost through its infinite
smallness in the vicinity of  the sun, which itself  is by far only a small star. In the future, when the end of  things will
arrive on this earth, the event will then pass completely unperceived in the universe. The stars will continue to shine
after the extinction of  our sun, as they already shone before our existence... the duration of  a planet such as that of  the
earth is only a chapter, less than that, a phrase, less still, only a word of  the universe’s history." 
Camille Flammarion, La Fin du Monde.
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"What intelligent being, what being 
capable of  responding emotionally to a 
beautiful sight, can look at the jagged, 
silvery lunar crescent trembling in the azure
sky, even through the weakest of  telescopes, 
and not be struck by it in an intensely
pleasurable way, not feel cut off  from everyday
life here on earth and transported toward that
first stop on the celestial journeys? What
thoughtful soul could look at brilliant Jupiter
with its four attendant satellites, or splendid
Saturn encircled by its mysterious ring, or a
double star glowing scarlet and sapphire in the
infinity of  night, and not be filled with a sense 
of  wonder? Yes, indeed, if  humankind — from
humble farmers in the fields and toiling workers
in the cities to teachers, people of  independent
means, those who have reached the pinnacle of
fame or fortune, even the most frivolous of
society women — if  they knew what profound
inner pleasure await those who gaze at the
heavens, then France, nay, the whole of  Europe,
would be covered with telescopes instead of
bayonets, thereby promoting universal
happiness and peace." 
Camille Flammarion, 1880


